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Abstract. This is an extended version of my talk at the Fractal Geometry and
Stochastic V conference in Tabarz. It is based on my joint paper [BR] with
Jairo Bochi (PUC Santiago). Compared with the paper, I’ll skip some details
of some proofs, but I’ll try to explain the main idea of our approach.

1. Setting

The object we study is seemingly very simple. We are given a finite family of
2 � 2 matrices A1, . . . , Ak P GLp2,Rq. For any sequence ω P t1, . . . , kuN we write
Anpωq � Aωn�1

� . . . �Aω0
and consider the Lyapunov exponent

λpωq � lim
nÑ8

1

n
log |Anpωq|, (1.1)

whenever it exists. The maximum and minimum values λ�, λ� attained by the
Lyapunov exponent are called the joint spectral radius and joint spectral subradius,
respectively; those notions play a significant role in the control theory, see for
example [J] and references therein.

The same object appears naturally in dynamical systems as well; let us ex-
plain the relation. Let us start from the main object studied in the area of multi-
fractal formalism: the Birkhoff average. Let T : X Ñ X be a topological dynamical
system (a continuous map of a compact space into itself) and let Φ : X Ñ R� be

a continuous function. We consider the cocycle pT : pX � R�q Ñ pX � R�q given
by the formula

rT px, rq � pT pxq, r � Φpxqq.

The value
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λpxq � lim
nÑ8

1

n
log

�
Φpxq � ΦpTxq � . . . � ΦpTn�1xq

�
(whenever it is defined) is called the exponential rate of growth in the fiber txu, or
the Birkhoff average of the potential log Φ at the point x.

Let us now consider a natural generalization of this object: noncommutative
Birkhoff averages. That is, we replace R� by some noncommutative group, and we
calculate the fiber rate of growth of corresponding cocycle using some appropriate
norm. In our case, the base dynamics is the full shift on k symbols, the fiber action
is given by the group GLp2,Rq and the norm is the usual matrix norm:

rT pω,Mq � pσω,Apωq �Mq

(where A is a 2� 2 matrix-valued potential), so

λpωq � lim
nÑ8

1

n
log |Apσn�1ωq � . . . �Apσωq �Apωq|. (1.2)

This system is quite complicated, so let us consider the special case: the
one-step cocycle, that is, let Apωq depend only on ω0. This takes us exactly to
the situation we considered in the beginning: denoting by A` the value of A on
tω;ω0 � `u, (1.2) reduces to (1.1).

2. Domination

It turns out to be difficult to describe the product of matrices, in particular, the
norm of such a product can strongly depend on the order in which we multiply
the matrices. For this reason the usual dynamical approach is to forget about
the geometry of matrix product, and use only the subadditivity property of the
(logarithm of) norm. The theory of subadditive thermodynamical formalism has
recently developed strongly, let us just mention the book [B] and the papers [FH,
FS].

We will apply an alternative approach, coming from the paper [BM]. That is,
instead of considering a product of matrices and asking how fast the norm grows,
we will multiply this product by a given vector, and will ask how fast the length
of the vector grows:

λpω, vq � lim
nÑ8

1

n
log |Anpωq � v| .

The main difference is that we can write

log |Anpωq � v| �
n�1̧

`�0

log

����Aω`

A`pωqv

|A`pωqv|

���� .
That is, we replace a noncommutative cocycle over a simple dynamical system (full
shift) by a commutative cocycle but over a considerably more complicated system
(action of matrices tAiu on P1). However, we need to explain why the growth rate
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of the length of a vector is related to the growth rate of the matrix norm in our
original problem.

It will be more convenient for us to work with cocycles over the full shift on
bi-infinite sequences pΣ, σq, where Σ � t1, . . . , kuZ and σ is the usual left shift.
Naturally, the Lyapunov exponent λpωq can be defined on this space as well; it
will only depend on the positive coordinates ω� � tωi, i ¥ 0u. We will distinguish
between the action of a matrix on R2

� � R2zt0, 0u and the action on P1 by the
following notation: when we have A : R2

� Ñ R2
�, we write A1 : P1 Ñ P1. Similarly,

if M is a union of a family of lines in R2
� passing through the origin, we denote by

M 1 the corresponding subset of P1.
We say that the 2�2 matrix cocycle is dominated (or exponentially separated)

if for each ω P Σ we are given a splitting of R2 as the sum of two one-dimensional
subspaces e1pωq, e2pωq such that the following properties hold:

 equivariance:

Apωqpeipωqq � eipσωq for all ω P Σ and i P t1, 2u; (2.1)

 dominance: there are constants c ¡ 0 and δ ¡ 0 such that

|Apnqpωqe1pωq|

|Apnqpωqe2pωq|
¥ ceδn for all ω P Σ and n ¥ 1. (2.2)

This definition works for general cocycles, in our case there exists another,
equivalent, definition. We define the standard positive cone in R2

� :� R2zt0u as

C� � tpx, yq P R2
�; xy ¥ 0u.

A cone in R2
� is an image of C� by a linear isomorphism. A multicone in R2

�

is a disjoint union of finitely many cones. It was proved in [ABY, BG] that the
one-step cocycle generated by tA1, . . . , Aku is dominated if and only if it has a
forward-invariant multicone, that is, when there exists a multicone M such that
its image

�
iAipMq is contained in the interior of M .

We can choose on M 1 a generalization of the Hilbert metric, that is a bounded
metric d (depending on tA1, . . . , Aku) in which all the maps A1i are uniformly
contracting:

Lemma 2.1. Let tA1, . . . , Aku be a dominated cocycle with forward-invariant mul-
ticone M . Then there exists a metric d on M 1 and constants c0 ¡ 1, 0   τ   1
such that for v1, w1 PM 1 we have

d
�
A1iv

1, A1iw
1
�
¤ τd

�
v1, w1

�
for all i P t1, . . . , ku, (2.3)

c�1
0 = pv, wq ¤ d

�
v1, w1

�
¤ c0= pv, wq . (2.4)

If M is forward-invariant for tA1, . . . , Aku then Mc � pR2
�zMq is forward-

invariant for tA�1
1 , . . . , A�1

k u. Moreover,

e11pωq �
8£
n�1

A1ω�1
� . . . �A1ω�n

pM 1q
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and

e12pωq �
8£
n�1

pA1ωn�1
� . . . �A1ω0

q�1pM 1
cq.

Letω � pω�, ω�q, where ω� � tωi, i ¤ �1u. Then e1pωq � e1pω�q, e2pωq � e2pω�q.
We have e1pΣq �M , e2pΣq �Mc.

For 2 � 2 matrices λpω, vq � λpωq for all v R e2pωq. As e2pωq � Mc for all
ω P Σ, we get

λpω, vq � λpωq

for all ω P Σ and v PM .
Given ω P Σ, consider the pair pe1pωq, e2pωqq. This behaves very nicely under

action of the shift:

pe11pσωq, e
1
2pσωqq � pA1ω0

e11pωq, A
1
ω0
e12pωqq. (2.5)

We say that the cocycle tA1, . . . , Aku satisfies the forward non-overlapping con-
dition if we can choose a forward-invariant multicone M in such a way that
AipMqXAjpMq � H for i � j. It satisfies the backward non-overlapping condition

if we can choose a forward-invariant multicone M such that A�1
i pMcqXA

�1
j pMcq �

H for i � j. If the cocycle satisfies both forward and backward non-overlapping
condition (not necessarily for the same multicone), we say it satisfies the non-
overlapping condition (NOC). The NOC is not only a geometric condition, it has
a dynamical meaning as well: it is a necessary and sufficient condition for the map
ω Ñ pe1pωq, e2pωqq to be a bijection.

3. Statement of results

The paradigm of ergodic optimization (see [Je]) says that for typical potentials the
optimizing orbits (sets tω;λpωq � λ�u) should have low dynamical complexity.
This is true in the commutative case, see [C], [M]. In the noncommutative situation
it is probably not true in general, at least for the joint spectral subradius. However,
in the open set of cocycles dominating and satisfying NOC, it is satisfied for all
(not just typical) cocycles.

We will define upper and lower Mather sets K�,K� for a dominated cocycle
tA1, . . . , Aku as follows: K� (resp. K�) is the union of supports of all σ-invariant
measures µ on Σ such that λpµq � λ� (resp. λ�).

Theorem 3.1. For a dominated cocycle, the Mather sets K�,K� are compact,
nonempty, and invariant under σ. Moreover, every measure µ supported on K�

(resp. K�) satisfies λpµq � λ� (resp. λ�).

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 3.2. For a dominated cocycle satisfying NOC, the Mather sets K�,K�

have zero topological entropy under σ.
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Both assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are necessary. For example, the cocycle

A1 �

�
3 0
0 1{3



, A2 �

�
3 0
1 1{3



satisfies domination and the forward NOC, but still it does not satisfy the asser-
tion of Theorem 3.2 (in this case, K� � K� � Σ). For cocycles not satisfying
domination the situation for joint spectral subradius is even worse: if we restrict
our attention to cocycles tA1, . . . , Aku P SLp2,Rqk, among cocycles not satisfying
domination one can find an open and dense subset for which there exists an in-
variant positive topological entropy subset of Σ for which the norms |Anpωq| are
uniformly bounded for all n (this corresponds to λ� � 0). That is, the ergodic
optimization fails.

The behaviour of the joint spectral radius is unknown in this case, but by a
long-standing conjecture the ergodic optimization holds.

4. Barabanov functions and proof of Theorem 3.1

If the cocycle tA1, . . . , Aku is irreducible (has no nontrivial invariant subspace)
then one can construct a Barabanov norm, that is a norm | � |B on R2 such that
for any v P R2

max
i
|Aiv|B � eλ

�

� |v|B . (4.1)

In fact, such a norm can be defined in a much more general situation (i.e. for any
irreducible compact subset of GLpn,Rq), see [Ba, W].

Unfortunately, in general there cannot exist a norm satisfying the analogue of
(4.1) for the joint spectral subradius. However, we are able to construct a replace-
ment (based on a similar idea in [BM]). Given a dominated cocycle tA1, . . . , Aku
with a forward-invariant multicone M , a pair of functions p�, p� : M Ñ R will be
called Barabanov functions if they have the following properties:

 extremality: for all v PM ,

max
iPt1,...,ku

p�pAivq � p�pvq � λ� , (4.2)

min
iPt1,...,ku

p�pAivq � p�pvq � λ� ; (4.3)

 log-homogeneity: for all v PM , and t P R�,

p�ptvq � p�pvq � log |t| ; (4.4)

 regularity: there exists c1 ¡ 0 such that for all v1, v2 PM ,

p�pv1q � p�pv2q ¤ c1=pv1, v2q � log |v1| � log |v2| . (4.5)

Theorem 4.1. For any dominated cocycle tA1, . . . , Aku there exist Barabanov func-
tions p�, p�.
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Proof. For each i let

hipvq � log
|Aiv|

|v|
.

This function does not change under multiplying v by a scalar, hence it can be
defined on P1. Let c2 be the common Lipschitz constant of all his:��hipv1q � hipw

1q
�� ¤ c2=pv, wq for all i P t1, . . . , ku, for all v, w P R2

�.

Let c3 � c0c2{p1 � τq. Let K be the space of c3-Lipschitz functions (in d)
from M 1 to R endowed with sup metric. For f P K let

pT�fqpv1q � max
iPt1,...,ku

�
f
�
A1iv

1
�
� hipv

1q
�
,

pT�fqpv1q � min
iPt1,...,ku

�
f
�
A1iv

1
�
� hipv

1q
�
.

One can check that T�, T� : KÑ K. We also have

T�pf � cq � c� T�f,

hence we can define T�, T� on the quotient K̂ of K by the subspace of constant
functions. K̂ is convex and (by Arzela-Ascoli) compact, hence T� and T� have

fixed points in K̂ that we will denote by f�0 , f
�
0 . That is, there exist constants

β�, β� such that

T�f�0 � f�0 � β�.

This immediately implies that the functions

p�pvq � f�0 pv
1q � log |v|

satisfy all the required properties of Barabanov functions, with β� in place of λ�.
The only thing left is to check that β� cannot be different from λ�.

Let us present this argument for β�. For any vector v P M there exists a
(not necessarily unique) ω�1 P t1, . . . , ku such that p�pAω�1

vq � p�pvq � β�. We

can then find ω�2 such that p�pAω�2
Aω�1

vq � p�pvq � 2β�, and so on. Thus, β�

is the maximal growth rate of p� for any vector v P M . At the same time, by
log-homogeneity of Barabanov functions, p�pvq can differ from log |v| by at most
a constant. Hence, the growth rate of p� must be the same as the growth rate of
log | � |, and we are done. �

The statement of Theorem 3.1 follows easily (once again, we will only con-
struct K�). Above we constructed for any vector v PM a set of infinite sequences
Ω�pvq � t1, . . . , kuN such that for every ω P Ω�pvq

p� pAnpωqvq � p�pvq � nλ�.

Consider the set K�
0 � Σ of the following form: ω � pω�, ω�q belongs to K�

0 if
and only if ω� P Ω�pe1pω�qq. Clearly, σK�

0 � K�
0 . We define

K� �
8£
j�0

σjK�
0 .
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This set is nonempty and compact, and has the following property: let ω P K�

and j P Z. Let σjω � pω
pjq
� , ω

pjq
� q. Then

ω
pjq
� P Ω�pe1pω

pjq
� qq.

It follows that every measure supported on K� has the maximal growth of p�.
Vice versa, every measure giving maximal growth of p� must for almost every past
ω� give full probability to futures from Ω�pe1pω�qq, hence it must be supported
on K�. As the growth of p� must be the same as the growth of the length of any
vector from M , this proves that the constructed set K� is the Mather set.

5. Proof of Theorem 3.2

The strategy of the proof is quite simple. We consider the space tpe1pωq, e2pωqq;ω P
K�u with the dynamics given by (2.5). We will use Barabanov functions and
geometric arguments to prove that this dynamical system has zero entropy (this
result does not use NOC, only domination). We will then use NOC to transport
the entropy result back to the full shift pΣ, σq.

Let us start with a simple lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let ω � pω�, ω�q P K
�. Choose any x P e1pω�q. If y P M is such

that x� y P e2pω�q then

p�pxq ¤ p�pyq if ω P K�,

p�pxq ¥ p�pyq if ω P K�.

Proof. Consider the case ω P K�, the other is analogous. As y � x P e2pω�q,

p�pAnpωqxq � p�pAnpωqyq Ñ 0.

At the same time,

p�pAnpωqxq � p�pxq � nλ� ¥ p�pAnpωqyq � p�pyq.

�

Given vectors x1, y1, x2, y2 P R2
�, no three of them collinear, we define their

cross-ratio

rx1, y1;x2, y2s :�
x1 � x2
x1 � y2

�
y1 � y2
y1 � x2

P RY t8u ,

where � denotes the cross-product in R2, i.e. the determinant. The cross-ratio
depends only on the directions of the four vectors, hence we can define it on pP1q4.
See [BK, Section 6].

Applying Lemma 5.1 twice, we get

Lemma 5.2. Let ω, τ P K�. Then

|re1pω�q, e1pτ�q; e2pω�q, e2pτ�qs| ¥ 1 if ω, τ P K�,

|re1pω�q, e1pτ�q; e2pω�q, e2pτ�qs| ¤ 1 if ω, τ P K�.
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Proof. We will consider the case ω, τ P K�, the other one is analogous. We choose
x1 P e1pω�q, x2 P e2pω�q, y1 P e1pτ�q, y2 P e2pτ�q. We can write

x1 � αx2 � βy1 and y1 � γy2 � δx1.

Applying Lemma 5.1 twice, we get

p�px1q ¤ p�pβy1q ¤ p�pβδx1q � p�px1q � log |βδ|.

Hence, |βδ| ¥ 1. Substituting

β �
x1 � x2
y1 � x2

and δ �
y1 � y2
x1 � y2

we obtain the assertion. �

We now use the hyperbolic geometry representation of P1. We identify pcos θ, sin θq P
P1 with the point e2θi on the boundary BD of the unit disk D. We endow D with
the Poincaré hyperbolic metric. Given two points x, y P BD, we consider their
connecting geodesic ~xy P D.

Let px1, y1;x2, y2q be a 4-tuple of distinct points in P1. Then one and only
one of the following possibilities holds:

 antiparallel configuration: x1   y2   y1   x2   x1 for some cyclic order  
on P1 (see Figure 1);

 coparallel configuration: x1   y1   y2   x2   x1 for some cyclic order   on
P1 (see Figure 2);

 crossing configuration: x1   y1   x2   y2   x1 for some cyclic order   on
P1 (see Figure 3).

We say that two geodesics ÝÝÑx2x1 and ÝÝÑy2y1 with distinct endpoints are antiparallel,
coparallel, or crossing according to the configuration of the 4-tuple px1, y1;x2, y2q.

y2y1

x2 x1

Figure
1. Antiparallel
configu-
ration

y1y2

x2 x1

Figure
2. Coparallel
configu-
ration

y1x2

y2 x1

Figure
3. Crossing
configu-
ration

The configuration can be expressed in terms of the cross-ratio as follows:

Lemma 5.3. Consider a 4-tuple px1, y1;x2, y2q of distinct points in P1. Then:

 the configuration is antiparallel iff rx1, y1;x2, y2s   0,
 the configuration is coparallel iff 0   rx1, y1;x2, y2s   1,
 the configuration is crossing iff rx1, y1;x2, y2s ¡ 1.
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Hence, Lemma 5.2 implies that for two sequences ω, τ P K� the correspond-

ing geodesics ~e1pω�qe2pω�q, ~e1pτ�qe2pτ�q cannot be in coparallel (if ω, τ P K�) or
crossing (if ω, τ P K�) configuration.

We will not formulate the last part of the proof for the dynamical system
acting on pairs pe1pω�q, e2pω�qq but directly for pK�, σq. We recall that NOC
guarantees that the two systems are conjugated. For K�,K� let us consider the
sets of pasts with more than one future and sets of futures with more than one
past. Formally, consider

N�
1 � tω�; there exists more than one ω� such that pω�, ω�q P K

�u, (5.1)

N�
2 � tω�; there exists more than one ω� such that pω�, ω�q P K

�u. (5.2)

We define N�
1 , N

�
2 analogously.

Lemma 5.4. The sets N�
1 , N

�
2 , N

�
1 , N

�
2 are countable.

Proof. Consider N�
1 first (the case of N�

2 is analogous). Let ω� P N�
1 . De-

note by I�pω�q the convex hull (taken in P1zte1pω�qu) of the points e2pω�q
for ω� such that pω�, ω�q P K

�. Then for different ω�, τ� P N�
1 the intervals

I�pωq, I�pτ�q have disjoint interiors. Indeed, otherwise some pairs of geodesics
~e1pω�qe2pω�q, ~e1pτ�qe2pτ�q would have to be in coparallel configuration, see Fig-

ure 4

e1pτ�q

I�pτ�q

e1pω�q

I�pω�q

Figure
4. Disjoint
arcs

e1pω�q

∆pω�q

e1pτ�q

∆pτ�q

Figure
5. Disjoint
geodesic trian-
gles

Consider now the case N�
1 (or N�

2 ). For any ω� P N�
1 we construct I�pω�q

analogously to I�pω�q above, and then we construct the geodesic triangle ∆pω�q
with vertices e1pω�q and the two endpoints of I�pω�q. Then for any two sequences
ω�, τ� P N�

1 the triangles ∆pω�q,∆pτ�q have disjoint interiors (otherwise some

pair of geodesics ~e1pω�qe2pω�q, ~e1pτ�qe2pτ�q would have to be in crossing config-
uration), see Figure 5.



The assertion follows by the separability of BD and D. �

Thus, in either K� or K� every past (except countably many) has a unique
future and every future (except countably many) has a unique past. Such sets have
zero topological entropy:

Lemma 5.5. Let K be a compact σ-invariant subset of a two-sided shift. Define
N1, N2 as in (5.1), (5.2). If N1 and N2 are countable then K has zero topological
entropy.

Proof. It is enough to prove that every ergodic invariant measure has zero metric
entropy. The atomic measures have entropy zero. The nonatomic measures do not
see N1, N2, hence the past uniquely determines the future (and vice versa). This
means that the conditional entropy of the generating partition with respect to the
past/future is zero. �

6. Open questions

There are many open questions. In particular:

 What happens for more general potentials (i.e. not piecewise constant)?
 What happens for more general base systems (for example, for subshifts of

finite type)?
 What happens for matrices of size greater than 2� 2?
 What happens in the generic situation?
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